
THE QUILT SHOWN IS A DIGITAL REPRESENTATION. ACTUAL FABRIC REPEATS WILL VARY FROM DESIGN SHOWN.
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What a neat way to show off an incredible new texture collection! 
This Big Moon pattern is cool and dramatic and also an ideal way 

to show off special quilting techniques. The perfect accent for 
any room in the home. 

Uses Benartex’s 
Glasshouse collection

By Rose Ann Cook
Finished Size: 44” Square



Big Moon 

Designed by Rose Ann Cook 

42” x 49” 

featuring Glass House Fabric by Benartex 

 

 

Fabric quantities: 
 
Black fabric –  2 3/4 yards 
 
From Glass House collection 
 602-55   (Dark blue sm bubble) 1 1/3 yard 
 601-30 (Gold Flower)    1 ¼ yard   
 600-32 (Orange bubble)   Fat Quarter 
 600-62 (Pink Flower)     Fat Quarter 
 600-24 (Aqua Flower)  Fat Quarter 
 600-05    (Blue Flower)  1/8 yard 
 
Notions  

5 yards of 24” wide freezer paper on a roll (note:  you need to double the quantity of 
freezer paper if you can only find 12” wide freezer paper on a roll. 
 

 Roxanne Glue Baste it 
 
 For perfectly matching threads, use the Glass House collection by Aurifil threads. 
 
Cutting Instructions 
 Black fabric Cut 9  1 3/4” strips 
 600-32 (Orange bubble)   Cut 3” x 15” 
 600-62 (Pink Flower)     Cut 6” x 9”  
 600-24 (Aqua Flower)  Cut 3” x 21” 
 600-05    (Blue Flower)  Cut 2” x 21” 
 
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING. 
 
Instructions 
 
Cut a 50” x WOF piece from you black fabric.  Spray heavily with Best Press and let dry.  You may wish to lay it out flat 
in the sun or someplace clean and dry.  When dry, press very well on the wrong side.  You want this fabric to be almost 
stiff.  It will help the piece to keep it’s shape.  Repeat the process with all of the other pieces of fabric.  Put aside.   
 
Depending on the width of your freezer paper, cut it into equal 42” long pieces.  The shiny side is coated with plastic and 
when laid on top of the non-shiny side of the next piece of freezer paper and pressed using a hot iron (press on the 
matte side only), it will stick to the other piece.  The goal is to have a really large piece of freezer paper measuring at 
least 42” square.   MAKE 2.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Once you have your large piece of freezer paper, fold it in half, then quarters, then eighths. 
Tie a string around a pencil and cut the length of the string to 18” creating a simple compass.  Hold the end of the string 
to the folded tip of the freezer paper.   Use the pencil to draw a smooth arc on the folded end of the freezer paper.  Use 
scissors to carefully cut a smooth arc on the drawn line.  When unfolded, you should have a 36” circle.  Repeat the pro-
cess and create another circle that is 29”. 
 
 

MATTE SIDE UP 

2” overlay – when pressed, it will adhere the two pieces together 

MATTE SIDE UP 



Lay this circle (shiny side down) on top of the matte side of the second freezer paper square.  Use your pencil and trace 

the edge of the circle on the other freezer paper square.  Center this marked piece of freezer paper (shiny side down) on 

the wrong side of the large starched piece of black fabric.  Leave space at the top and bottom of the circle for interesting 

quilting designs.  Using a hot iron, press the shiny side of the freezer paper firmly to the wrong side of your black back-

ground fabric.   

 

Its best to use a large flat surface to lay your fabric on for the next few steps.   Lay your black background fabric right 

side down onto the flat surface.  Use sharp scissors and carefully cut the circle (fabric and template) out of the back-

ground fabric using the drawn line as your cutting line.   You will not need the large black circle that you cut out. 

You can recycle this freezer paper circle template by refolding it and making it into 28” circle template to be used for the 

gold flower circle.  Do not remove the rest of the freezer paper from the black fabric.  It will help to keep the circle round.  

Try not to move the background fabric too much at this point.   

 

Go back and trim approximately 1/4” from the freezer paper that is still attached to the black fabric.  Carefully use the tip 

of the scissors and cut a notch in the edge of the fabric every 3” all around the circle, making the seam allowance easier 

to turn under.  Press the seam allowance under to the shiny side of the freezer paper.  The freezer paper will help it to 

lay flat.  Before the next step, you want to make sure that your circle is still round.  While it is still flat on your surface, 

measure the height and width of the circle and make sure that the numbers are the same all the way around.  Apply a 

small bead of Roxanne’s Glue Baste it on the turned under edge of the background fabric.   Lay the prepared piece of 

dark blue bubble fabric (right side down) on top of the newly cut hole in the black background.  Now you can press 

around the edge of the black fabric and the glue with temporarily hold the blue fabric to the black fabric until you have 

stitched them together.  Before you sew them, carefully remove the freezer paper from the back of the fabric.  Using 

black thread in the top and bobbin and a very small zig zag or a buttonhole stitch, sew around the edge of the circle 

which will hold the blue and black fabrics together.  

 

Iron the shiny side of the 28” freezer paper circle to the wrong side of the gold flower fabric.  Cut the gold fabric 1/4” 

away from the edge of the circle template and then press the seam allowance under.  Pull off the freezer paper from the 

back of the gold circle.  Referring to the original photo of the quilt, lay the gold circle onto the blue circle and machine 

applique it into place using a small zig zag or buttonhole stitch, matching the top thread to the gold fabric.  Notice that the 

left edge of the gold circle is situated approximately 2” to the left edge of the blue circle.  

 

The rest of the pieces of the quilt are machine appliqued on.  Before laying the black strips of fabric onto the quilt top, I 

pressed under 1/4” from both edges of all of the strips.  Refer to the photo of the quilt.  Make sure that your black lines 

are straight by carefully measuring the edges of the strips from the edges of the quilt.  Pin.  Use the corners of your rul-

ers to ensure a right angle when you are working on the cross horizontal strips.  Lay the colored fabric under the strips 

just so that when you zig zag the strips into place, you are also stitching down the colored panels of “glass” too.  Before 

you lay the orange rectangle onto your quilt top, notice that the left edge doesn’t have a black strip, so it’s raw edge will 

need to be turned under (1/4”).  Be sure to stitch it down using matching thread.   

 

Notice that some of the edges of the colored panels and black strips extend beyond the big blue circle.  Use a sharp 

seam ripper and carefully unstitch just those areas so that you can tuck those pieces under the black background.  Re-

stitch the black background around the circle. 

 

Quilt as desired!  Trim to the size that you want, apply a hanging sleeve, bind and label!   Enjoy! 

 

 

 




